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After speaking, she took Lin Ziming’s hand and turned to leave.
She is really angry and wronged now. She hasn’t gone home for two years.
This time she took Lin Ziming home with her, and she was treated like this!
Is this still her family? Sometimes she really doesn’t want to go home!
Moreover, they scolded Lin Ziming too badly, and she thought it was too
much.
At this moment, a middle-aged woman walked out of the room, who looked
a bit similar to Tao Sanniang, and shouted to Tao Sanniang: “Sanya, you
come back for me!”
Tao Sanniang stopped, looked back, looked at the middle-aged woman, and
shouted, “Mom.”
It can be seen that Tao Sanniang still has a little respect for her mother.
The middle-aged woman came over and said, “Is it because your mother
doesn’t call you, you don’t even know you are going home? You still don’t
have my mother in your eyes, and you don’t even have this home?”
I have to say that Tao Sanniang’s mother is still quite vigorous.
Tao Sanniang moved her lips and wanted to say something, but at last she
didn’t say anything, but she said, “Don’t you always want me to find
someone, but now I have found it and brought people back, but the uncle
and them all Drive us away.”
Tao Sanniang’s mother didn’t answer Tao Sanniang, but looked at Lin
Ziming, which was quite oppressive. It can be seen that Tao Sanniang’s
mother had been in the work unit and her position was not small. The aura
that ordinary people do not have.
Most people will be uncomfortable when Tao Sanniang’s mother is stared
like this, their eyes will dodge, and they will stammer.
But for Lin Ziming, it was too pediatric. He was someone who could kill
even female devil like Wu Meizi.
“What’s your name?” Tao Sanniang’s mother said to Lin Ziming.
“Auntie, my name is Lin Ziming, yes…”
Before he could finish speaking, Tao Sanniang’s mother interrupted him
impatiently, waved her hand and said, “Okay, all guests from far away,
come in.”
Lin Ziming smiled. Facing Tao Sanniang’s mother’s contempt, he didn’t
take it seriously. Now he could see that Tao Sanniang and everyone wanted
Tao Sanniang to marry this so-called nephew of the city lord. Now Lin Zi
Ming appears as Tao Sanniang’s boyfriend, so naturally he will encounter
unanimous hostility from them.
Tao Sanniang breathed a sigh of relief when she saw her mother turned back
to the house. Lin Ziming smiled and said, “I can’t tell, you are quite afraid
of your mother.”
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“Isn’t it? You don’t know how fierce she is usually.” Tao Sanniang sighed
and said, still with obvious fear on her face.
Then, Tao Sanniang and Lin Ziming entered the house together. With the
warning just now, Tao Sanniang didn’t dare to hold Lin Ziming as
intimately as before.
After coming in, I immediately saw a young man sitting on the sofa in the
living room, about 30 years old, not too handsome, but between the
eyebrows, there was a sense of extravagance, obviously the second
generation of prominent origin.
When he saw Tao Sanniang, his eyes immediately burst into intense heat,
and his eyes fell directly on Tao Sanniang and couldn’t move away.
Tao Sanniang frowned unpleasantly when she saw this look in his eyes,
deliberately trying to hold Lin Ziming’s arm, but immediately, her mother
understood her thoughts, and immediately coughed twice, looking
threateningly. She didn’t dare to watch her immediately.
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